**REPORTING PRACTICE SUMMARY - 2019**

Finland’s reporting changed in its 2019 annual report.

Finland reported **Numbers** of exports of major conventional weapons items but did not specify whether they were authorized or actual transfers as it did in its 2018 report. It continued to report **Actual Numbers** of small arms exports. It reported **Numbers** of light weapons exports but did not specify whether they were authorized or actual transfers, after having not reported light weapons in its 2018 report.

Finland continued to report **Numbers** of imports of small arms items and did not indicate whether they were authorized or actual transfers. It aggregated information according to item descriptions and did not identify exporting states as it did in its 2018 report.
Finland did not specify exporting states in its reported imports in 2019.

Finland did not report the import of any major conventional weapons.

Finland reported the import of 114,840 small arms items, all of which were aggregated according to item descriptions, including rifles, shotguns, silencers and other accessories.

---

1 Finland also reported imports from two non-UN members in 2019 (Greenland and New Caledonia).